PROPOSAL FOR JAMAICA
Equity • Simplicity • Efficiency • Growth

Private Sector Working Group (PSWG)

*GDP to debt ratio (2010/11): 126.5%

*Poverty level (2009 est.): 16.5%
*Deficit of (2010/11 est.): -5.2%
*Avg GDP growth rate (2001 to 2010): 0.8 %
Why is today any different from previous crisis situations?
We have run out of options to stave off hard choices.
So let’s make them be the right choices that will give us the result we know Jamaica
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needs – GROWTH!

*Current IMF Agreement is defunct

*Urgent need for FISCAL and BoP support which cannot
be accessed without an IMF Agreement

*Comprehensive Tax Reform is a pre-condition for
reaching an IMF Agreement

*Significant fundamental risks for all of us if agreement
not reached
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/
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* Govt Revenues primarily come from Tax System
* Govt Revenues pay for critical Public Goods and Services and Capital Projects
* wages for police, nurses, teachers etc; roads, school construction etc.
* When the Govt does not have enough revenues, it borrows to make up
shortfall

*

consequently also increases expenses (interest costs)

* Jamaica has been running a deficit with high levels of debt servicing – NOT
SUSTAINABLE
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* Jamaica’s only viable option– the IMF
* They have stipulations to aggressively pursue reducing expenses and increasing
revenues

* While important to reduce Govt expenses, current levels of spending in

key public services are woefully inadequate and can only be cut so much

* So PSWG’s proposal focuses on the revenue side:
•

Comprehensively reform of our tax system with the capacity to:
•

Stimulate economic growth and job creation

•

Fund the provision of better and more extensive public services (including greater
support for our vulnerable citizens) and infrastructural investment

•

Generate much needed tax revenues and Reduce our dependency on debt
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* High tax rates and difficulty of compliance that encourages
evasion

* Myriad incentives, exemptions, concessions and waivers
significantly narrow the tax base

* Cumbersome tax system that creates loopholes and
inefficiencies

* Culture of non-compliance, corruption
* Manipulation of rules to avoid tax

* Limited resources to pursue non-compliant
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• Pay-As-You-Earn (PAYE) workers bear the brunt of Personal Income Tax
• Of PAYE workers, approx 130,000 are govt employees
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% of Exemption Benefit Enjoyed
by Income Decile, 2010
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Mostly middle and upperincome citizens benefit from
GCT exemptions
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*

Only ~$11 actually benefits the
poorest 20% of population

*

While ~$28 benefits the
wealthiest 20% of the population

Exemptions also provide an
opportunity for the fraudulent
misclassification of taxable
goods at the point of
importation and at
wholesale/retail
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* At the current GCT rate of 17.5%, exemptions which we propose be removed, ‘cost’
Jamaica ~$22.6B

* The rationale for most of these exemptions is to provide relief for the vulnerable but
Middle and Upper Income Jamaicans benefit more from this exemption

* At the proposed GCT rate of 12.5%, a more targeted mechanism for the vulnerable

would only cost $2b to maintain at least the current level of benefits to the poorest 40%
of the population (PIOJ estimate)

* Significantly these exemptions also present opportunities for tax evasion through
misclassification and misreporting - a further hidden cost of maintaining these
exemptions

•

Jamaica’s fiscal situation could be eased significantly if we all paid our
fair share and established targeted mechanisms to protect the vulnerable

•

So that ‘playing by the rules benefits individuals, companies and Jamaica’
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* Today we face our greatest challenge as a country
* While we celebrate 50 years of political independence in 2012, we are yet

to achieve true economic independence in which all Jamaicans have a stake

* For too long our national objectives have been subordinated to short-term

political, sectoral and other special interests - powerful people with access

* We urgently need national solutions which PUT JAMAICA FIRST
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* While this proposal emanates from a significant representation of

the Jamaican private
sector, we put it forward as a contribution to be considered as a national initiative in
which everyone has both a stake in and a responsibility for its success

* Extensive consultation within private sector to arrive at unprecedented consensus
* United in national interest
* Subordination of sectoral interests – every group gave up something to achieve the 4
*

objectives in accordance with 8 pre-agreed criteria
A few Associations continue to deliberate internally

* Engaged with a variety of civil society groups to include their persepctives
*

The PSWG also invited Mr. Lloyd Goodleigh to observe and participate in the deliberations
on behalf of the Labour Unions

* Broad co-operation was also received from the Ministry of Finance (MoF), Tax

Administration Jamaica (TAJ), Jamaica Customs, the Ministry of Labour and Social
Security (MLSS) and the Planning Institute of Jamaica (PIOJ)

* The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) also funded the services of an economist
who conducted economic modelling support as part of the process.
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Jamaica to have a competitive general tax system that:

* …is equitable
* …is a catalyst for development and promotes economic
growth

* …is characterised by simplicity and competitive rates;
and

* …is administered in an efficient and effective manner
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The reform package comprises 145 measures divided into 3 tiers

* 29 First Tier measures comprise macro policy adjustments, ideally
implemented from April, 2012

* This First Tier set of measures are linked to detailed:
*
*

Policy measures (54 Second Tier measures)
Administrative measures (62 Third Tier measures)

* 2nd and 3rd Tier measures are to be implemented in a short time frame (6-12
months) after April 2012 to positively impact economic growth

* These measures are presented as a comprehensive suite rather than as
individual measures or a menu of options to choose from

*

Proposal open to discussion but integrity of the ‘whole’ is critical as it is designed to
act as catalyst to stimlate economy, while more efficiently protecting the vulnerable
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Measures

•

Impacted
positively

Impacted
negatively

Reduce GCT to 12.5% and
- All consumers of - Consumers of
taxable goods
certain exempt
broaden base by discontinuing
goods
certain exemptions (limited list of

Revenue
Impact for GOJ
Gain of $7.6B net

goods incl prescription drugs, medical
appliances etc will continue to be exempt)

•

Apply standard GCT rate of
12.5% to Tourism Services (now
10%)

- Consumers of
Tourism services

Gain of $1.5B

•

Increase threshold for O% GCT - 28,000 JPS
residential
on electricity to 300 kwh per
customers
month AND increase GCT from
10% to 12.5%

- Less than 5% of
residential JPS
customers
(23,000)

Revenue Neutral

•

Replace advance GCT, CUF, EL, - All tax compliant - Non-compliant
importers
importers
& SCF with Advance Tax
Payment (ATP) @ 3% for AEOs & - Enhances
competitiveness
7.5% for others; creditable
of Jamaican
against GCT and IT liabilities
businesses

Revenue Gain of
$1.8B
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•

•

Measures

Impacted
positively

Enhance competitiveness by
removing custom duties on
capital goods and providing
non-discretionary relief on
consumer goods used as
critical inputs to local
production

- All businesses
engaged in
production of
goods or supply
of services
- Local
Agricultural
sector

Apply uniform SCT rate on
Alcoholic Beverages, based on
alcoholic content; Increase
SCT on importation of
large/luxury motor cars, SUVs
and trucks

- Tax
administrators
- Local producers
of alcohol

Impacted
negatively

Revenue
Impact for GOJ

Neutral

- Consumers of
Alcohol
- Buyers of luxury
motor cars, SUVs
and trucks

Gain of $1B
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Measures

Impacted
positively

•

Abolish tax-free threshold and - 268,000 PAYE
workers &
replace with income
compliant self
exemption limit of $499k;
employed
Reduce Personal Income Tax to
15% earnings up to $1.1m;

•

Remove income cap of $1M on - Lowers NIS
contribution of low
which NIS is applicable and
income earners by
reduce statutory deduction
$2.4b
rates to 1.5% Employee/ 1.5%
- Makes formal
Employer

Impacted
negatively
- Higher income
PAYE workers
(39,000)
nominally
impacted

- Middle to
Higher income
PAYE workers
nominally

Revenue
Impact for GOJ
Loss of $2B

Revenue Gain of
$240 Million

employment more
affordable

•

Increase property tax from
0.75% to 2% of unimproved
land value; from J$1,000 to
J$2,000 for land valued less
than J$400,000

- Property
Owners

Gain of $3B
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Measures

•

Impacted
positively

Reduce CIT from 33 1/3% to
- Incorporated
15% except for highly
businesses, except
some regulated
regulated entities whose rate
entities
will be reduced over time;
- Tax compliant
Dividend tax of 10% for all
businesses
shareholders (subject to treaty
considerations)

Impacted
negatively
- Local
shareholders

Revenue
Impact for GOJ
Loss of $5.5B in
short-term
Revenue positive in
3-5 yrs given
expected higher
levels of investment
from local companies
and FDI

- Foreign Investors

Distributed corporate earnings
will be taxed at a total of 25%
equivalent to the top PIT rate

Growing body of international literature suggests that higher growth rates are associated
with low corporate tax rates

•

Implement Minimum Income
Tax payable by all registered
co’s at the higher of 0.5% of
revenue or J$100k or CIT
reported

- Non-compliant
companies

Revenue gain of
$2 B
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Measures

Impacted
positively

Impacted
negatively

Revenue
Impact for GOJ

•

- Poorest 40% of
Supplement Targeted Social
society will be
Mechanisms to support the
able to access
vulnerable (low income
support through
earners) to alleviate increased
targeted
costs by removal of
mechanisms
exemptions

Expenditure of
~$2.0B annually

•

Annual Expenditure of $500
million for capacity building in
the SME sector and for land
titling

- All SMEs

Expenditure of
~$0.5B annually

•

Monetize withholding and
other tax arrears and repay
into pension funds, Pvt sector
companies

- Local pensioners
and companies

Gross Revenue Gain
Additional Expenditure
Net Revenue Gain

$9.79 Billion
($2.50 Billion)
$7.29 Billion
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The PSWG proposal submitted to the Parliamentary
Committee on Tax Reform, encompasses reform that will
enable Jamaica to have a competitive general tax system that:

* …is equitable
* …is a catalyst for development and promotes economic
growth

* …is characterised by simplicity and competitive rates;
and

* …is administered in an efficient and effective manner
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WE WELCOME

YOUR QUESTIONS
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